The Legal Periphery of Dominant Firm Conduct

Herbert Hovenkamp Introduction
Thank you for this invitation to share my thoughts about the anticompetitive practices of dominant firms. My interest today is in two different but related problems and how U.S. antitrust law and EU competition law approach them. The first is the offense of "attempt" to monopolize, which concerns anticompetitive acts of a firm that is not yet dominant but that threaten dominance. The second is the offense of monopoly or dominant firm "leveraging," which occurs when a firm uses its dominant position in one market to cause some kind of harm in a different market where it also does business.
Historically the monopolization offense in the United States, or the parallel offense of Abuse of Dominant Position in Article 82, 1 has been one of the most difficult for the law to define. Although our legal traditions have a wealth of law that deals with improper, unfair, or tortious practices by single firms, very little of it was concerned with competition as such, and nearly none of it was historically concerned with the structural manifestations of economic monopoly. In my own common law tradition there are plenty of good historical analogues for the restraints imposed by '1 of the Sherman Act on collusion or other restraints of trade, 2 but the only pre-Sherman Act precedents pertaining to single-firm monopoly really referred to monopolies created by the state and to the power that either the Constitution or some higher sovereign such as the federal government might impose.
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Further, monopolistic conduct is exceedingly difficult to observe and define, for a number of reasons. First, while most agreements among multiple firms are readily observed, the inner workings of most decisions by dominant firms are not. Second, many multifirm agreements seem suspicious, but not the unilateral acts of a dominant firm. For example, we are highly suspicious of multi-firm price setting, but the monopolist acting unilaterally cannot do business without setting a price. We rightfully distrust multilateral agreements, particularly if horizontal, that specify the locations of stores, dealerships, or other distribution arms of a company. In contrast, the monopolist must make a decision about where to build its own stores or how to organize its distribution network. We question the manufacturer's attempts to specify the resale prices of its dealers; but the monopolist necessarily specifies the price of wholly owned reseller divisions. An agreement among multiple firms limiting the licensing of their patents or other IP rights might provoke close scrutiny. But every monopolist must make a decision about whether and how much to license its own IP rights rather than use them entirely for internal production.
One could go on with this list, but the point should be clear: many of the things that are suspicious when done by two or more firms acting in concert are essential parts of routine business for the dominant firm. As a result it is almost never enough to observe that the monopolist has engaged in a certain practices, such as setting a price or deciding where to build retail stores. One also needs a great deal of theory and analysis to identify the circumstances under which these practices are anticompetitive, with the knowledge that they very likely are anticompetitive in only a small proportion of cases.
These differences have quite naturally yielded significant problems in classifying the dominant firm's conduct, and the approaches of the United States and the EU reflect those differences, going to such things as:
$
Which of a dominant firm's practices should be unlawful because of the impact that those practices have in the primary market, which is the market in which the dominant firm has its monopoly power?
$ What are the circumstances under which we can and should condemn the conduct of a firm that is not yet a "monopolist," or dominant firm, but which creates a realistic threat of leading to single-firm dominance?
$ Which of a dominant firm's practices should be unlawful because of the impact that those practices have in a secondary market, which is a market in which the dominant firm lacks a dominant position at the time the practices occur?
One might characterize the first of these questions as the "central" question of monopolization law and the other two questions as "peripheral." The first one states our central concern with dominant firm behavior. The second two questions state concerns that we might regard as ancillary, or as arising less frequently or in more idiosyncratic situations.
While these questions are peripheral in this sense, they are very significant in another. In our modern complex world most dominant firms operate in multiple markets, either because they are vertically integrated or else because they produce complementary products. Indeed, most of the practices that we condemn as anticompetitive very likely relate in some fashion to the monopolist's participation in multiple markets. To be sure, in most of them the threat is of monopoly maintenance in the dominant firm's primary market, but this is hardly invariably true.
The question, then, is how legal policy should address the conduct at the periphery of the concerns about dominant firms' anticompetitive practices in markets where they have monopoly power. Both by statutory language and judicial decision U.S. and EU law take two different approaches:
United States law explicitly recognizes both monopolization and "attempts" to monopolize as offenses, while European law does not recognize a separate attempt offense.
In the United States the strong trend in decisions is to hold that there is no offense of monopoly "leveraging"; in contrast, the "abuse of dominance" conception admits a notion of leveraging when the conduct in the secondary market is regarded as sufficiently abusive.
These differences naturally invite a number of questions.
First, do real and intended differences between these two statutory structures, or are these differences little more than the happenstance of drafting? Second, assuming that there are real differences, what are the reasons for them, and should one approach be preferred to the other, on either issue. That is, should we or should we not have distinctive attempt and leveraging offenses?
Third, while the differences in the stated standards are clear enough, how often does it affect the outcome of cases? And relatedly, how much difference does it make to the mode of analysis that regulatory and judicial tribunals use in assessing dominant firm behavior? Fourth, are there good reasons why legal policy makers should be more reluctant to go after this "peripheral" conduct than conduct that lies closer to the core? For example, are anticompetitive effects more difficult to assess, or the conduct more difficult to characterize? If so, are these differences severe enough that this particular classification of conduct should be abandoned?
On the first question, the literature goes to some lengths to make something of the linguistic differences between the two provisions, with some saying that the United States language is more oriented toward the protection of competition rather than competitors, while the Article 82 language is more concerned with protecting competitors in order to support competitive processes. Or with some saying that the explicit concern of '2 of the Sherman Act is exclusionary practices, while that of Article 82 is abusive practices, whether or not they actually exclude.
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Some also say that the American approach is more fundamentally "structural," while the EU approach is more "regulatory." United States antitrust policy is loathe to subject firms to what they regard as excessive oversight, trusting the market to discipline most of their misbehaviors. To that end, the United States approach historically focused on maintaining market structures where anticompetitive unilateral conduct was unlikely to occur. In this model the attempt to monopolize offense was intended to make the later, closer scrutiny that comes with single firm dominance unnecessary. By contrast, it has been said that the European approach seems to be less concerned about the creation of dominant positions and more focused on regulating their behavior once dominance has been achieved.
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One possible rationale for the presence of an attempt offense under U.S. law but not the law of the European Union lies in the differing standards of conduct that the two bodies of law impose on dominant firms. In general, the rules for pricing (high prices, predatorily low prices, discounting practices) in the EU are more aggressive than in the U.S., as are the rules for unilateral refusals to deal or abuses of IP rights. One could justifiably say that the U.S. has a more "structural" approach that attempts to pre-empt the conditions that give rise to the abuses, rather than remedying the abuses themselves.
That explanation does find support in the fact that much of EU law respecting unilateral dominant firm conduct does seem to be more aggressive than United States law. For example, the United States law of predatory pricing requires a price below average variable or marginal cost and proof of recoupment of the predation investment in all cases.
6 By contrast, EU law seems more willing to condemn prices that are above average variable cost and below average total cost.
7 Further, European law dispenses with the recoupment requirement, at least if prices are sufficiently low or the defendant's market share sufficiently high. 8 The Discussion Paper on Article 82 suggests that recoupment should be presumed if market shares and entry barriers are high enough, and thus separate proof of recoupment is not required.
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Perhaps more significantly in considering the wisdom of a separate attempt to monopolize offense, EU law has also expressed a willingness to condemn high prices, which are defined as prices that are excessive in relation to the firm's costs.
10 By contrast, the United States position is unambiguously that once the monopolist has attained its position it may charge any price that the market will bear.
11 As a result, U.S. law rightfully places a premium on preventing such dominance from coming into existence in the first place.
A case can be made that EU law of unilateral refusal to deal is more aggressive than U.S. law, and there are certainly historical precedents suggesting as much. , at ¶ ¶226-230, particularly at ¶228 ("The Commission was therefore right to take the view that proof of recoupment of losses was not a precondition to making a finding of predatory pricing"). Here, the DG Competition Discussion Paper may be becoming more aggressive, suggesting that a refusal to supply an input may be unlawful if it is "likely to have a negative effect on competition." Id. at ¶ ¶ 218 (speaking only of termination of existing relationships), and 222 et seq. With respect to obligations to deal where dealing had not occurred before, see id. at § 9.2.2.:
European Commission
Five conditions normally have to be fulfilled in order for a refusal to start supplying to be abusive: (i) the behaviour can be properly characterized as a refusal to supply; (ii) the refusing undertaking is dominant; (iii) the input is indispensable; (iv) the refusal is likely to have a negative effect on competition; (v) the refusal is not objectively justified.
However, the more recent decisions in Bronner and IMS Health indicate considerable reluctance to expand the doctrine.
13 As of right now EU and U.S. law do not seem to be significantly far apart, 14 Whether the 2007 Microsoft decision in the CFI opens the gap once again will be discussed below.
My purpose today, however, is not to assess substantive differences between EU and US law, but rather to look at the role of conduct at the periphery --namely attempts to monopolize and monopoly leveraging.
The Attempt Offense: Do the EU and U.S. Differ Much?
In the United States the addition of an attempt offense to '2 of the Sherman Act almost certainly reflected Congress' appreciation of a common law criminal tradition in which attempt offenses were common. The Sherman Act was, after all, written as a criminal statute, and criminal statutes were frequently read to condemn the attempt as well as the completed crime. When Justice Holmes interpreted the offense in the 1905 Swift case he simply brought into the monopolization offense the classical common law attempt formulation that was used for such attempted crimes as murder or theft. That formulation required proof of a specific intent to engage in the unlawful conduct, one or more acts carried out in furtherance of that plan, and a "dangerous probability" that the conduct, if left to run its course, would have succeeded.
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One can make much of the presence of an attempt offense in United States antitrust law and its absence from EU law. But the fact is that today the difference does not amount to all that much in practice.
That was not always the case. Historically, but particularly from the 1960s through the 1980s, United States law recognized two very different offenses, and the structural requirements for the attempt offense were considerably less than they were for the substantive monopolization offense. 16 If the intent was there it really did not matter that the defendant was nondominant or even that the market was structurally incapable of supporting a monopoly. If the intent was there, the Ninth Circuit concluded, then it was unnecessary to show any probability that the defendant might have monopolized a market. The court wrote:
13.
We reject the premise that probability of actual monopolization is an essential element of proof of attempt to monopolize. Of course, such a probability may be relevant circumstantial evidence of intent, but the specific intent itself is the only evidence of dangerous probability the statute requires-perhaps on the not unreasonable assumption that the actor is better able than others to judge the practical possibility of achieving his illegal objective.
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Under that reasoning, the court concluded, the plaintiff did not even need to define a relevant market that was capable of being monopolized. The court noted that '2 of the Sherman Act spoke of attempting to monopolize "any part" of commerce, and that part could be a small portion of the market in question.
When one looks at the overall facts of Lessig the dubiousness of any monopolization claim becomes even clearer. Tidewater Oil Company, the defendant, was a relatively minor player in the retail market for gasoline and related automobile supplies. It was dwarfed in size by much larger rivals such as Standard Oil and Texaco. What was more, the practices that the plaintiff, a dealer, was challenging were resale price maintenance of gasoline, and a tying or exclusive dealing contract requiring Tidewater dealers to purchase all of their tires, automobile batteries and other automotive accessories from Tidewater. Tidewater itself did not even manufacture these things, but purchased them from other sources. Lucky for the plaintiff that it was not required to define a relevant market, for it is unlikely that he could even have articulated a market in which Tidewater had any reasonable prospect of attaining a monopoly.
Curiously, the court held that a dangerous probability of creating a monopoly could be inferred from the defendant's intent to do so, but then without discussion of the issue it inferred that intent from the resale price maintenance of gasoline and the tying of tires and batteries. How those practices could have manifested an intent to create a monopoly is unclear. Lessig started many United States courts down a thirty-year road during which they came close to turning the law of attempt to monopolize into a business tort provision. While not all circuits agreed with the Ninth that it was unnecessary for plaintiffs to define a relevant market in an attempt case, they routinely found unlawful attempts in circumstances where monopolization was clearly not in prospect. For example, several courts found market shares of twenty percent sufficient to support the offense.
18 Other courts found that conduct that would never be capable of creating a monopoly sufficed to support an attempt. For example, one Second Circuit decision found that a defendant could not have monopolized the market for retail grocery sales because the market was competitively structured and entry was easy.
19 But then it also held that this conduct could constitute the basis of the attempt offense, which required a lesser showing. To be sure, the showing is less, but a realistic attempt offense still requires a market that is structurally capable of being monopolized.
Today, the structural requirements for the attempt offense have become much more severe. In its Spectrum Sports holding in 1993 the Supreme Court overruled the line of Ninth Circuit decisions referenced previously and held that a relevant market must be alleged and proven to support an attempt claim. 20 The Supreme Court stated:
it is generally required that to demonstrate attempted monopolization a plaintiff must prove (1) that the defendant has engaged in predatory or anticompetitive conduct with (2) a specific intent to monopolize and (3) a dangerous probability of achieving monopoly power. In order to determine whether there is a dangerous probability of monopolization, courts have found it necessary to consider the relevant market and the defendant's ability to lessen or destroy competition in that market. The purpose of the [Sherman] Act is not to protect businesses from the working of the market; it is to protect the public from the failure of the market. The law directs itself not against conduct which is competitive, even severely so, but against conduct which unfairly tends to destroy competition itself. ... Thus, this Court and other courts have been careful to avoid constructions of ' 2 which might chill competition, rather than foster it. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish robust competition from conduct with long-term anticompetitive effects; moreover, single-firm activity is unlike concerted activity covered by ' 1, which "inherently is fraught with anticompetitive risk." For these reasons, '2
Since that time the clear trend of decision making under United States law is to require (1) a market that is structurally capable of being monopolized; and (2) a firm that is in reach of attaining a dominant position, assuming that it does not already have one. Consistent with this the Fourth Circuit adopted this classification scheme for attempt to monopolize cases:
(1) claims of less than 30% market shares should presumptively be rejected; (2) claims involving between 30% and 50% shares should usually be rejected, except when conduct is very likely to achieve monopoly of when conduct is invidious, but not so much so as to make the defendant per se liable; (3) claims involving greater than 50% share should be treated as attempts at monopolization when the other elements for attempted monopolization are also satisfied.
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Holdings in other Circuits are largely consistent, although the Supreme Court has not returned to the issue since its 1993 decision.
23
makes the conduct of a single firm unlawful only when it actually monopolizes or dangerously threatens to do so. The concern that '2 might be applied so as to further anticompetitive ends is plainly not met by inquiring only whether the defendant has engaged in "unfair" or "predatory" tactics. Such conduct may be sufficient to prove the necessary intent to monopolize, which is something more than an intent to compete vigorously, but demonstrating the dangerous probability of monopolization in an attempt case also requires inquiry into the relevant product and geographic market and the defendant's economic power in that market.
(citations omitted). (1985) (finding unlawful attempt to monopolize when one airline's CEO proposed price-fixing to another airline, which the latter refused).
M&M Medical
That then raises the question whether significant differences remain between the European approach, which does not recognize the attempt offense, and the U.S. approach, which recognizes the offense but imposes very strict structural requirements. Further, this must be considered in light of the fact that the definition of a "dominant firm" for purposes of Article 82 reaches to significantly lower market shares than does the definition of a "monopolist" under '2 of the Sherman Act. Indeed, if one looks at the more extreme decisions it seems clear that firms that could not be found guilty of an attempt to monopolize under United States law could nevertheless be found guilty of abuse of dominance under EU law. Or to say this differently, insofar as market shares are concerned, the EU conception of a "dominant" firm for Article 82 purposes reaches virtually all firms capable of committing either the monopolization or the attempt to monopolize offense under United States law, and perhaps even a few more.
A dominant position under EC law is said to be a position to "prevent effective competition being maintained" or the power to behave "to an appreciable extent independently of its competitors and customers and ultimately of its consumers."
24
Under this rubric, a dominant position has been found on market shares of as little as 40%.
25 And dominance is said to be presumed when market shares exceed 50%.
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The position taken in the DG Competition Discussion Paper is telling:
It is very likely that very high markets shares, which have been held for some time, indicate a dominant position. This would be the case where an undertaking holds 50% or more of the market, provided that rivals hold a much smaller share of the market. In the case of lower market shares, dominance is more likely to be found in the market share range of 40 % to 50 % than below 40 %, although also undertakings with market shares below 40 % could be considered to be in a dominant position. However, undertakings with market shares of no more than 25 % are not likely to enjoy a (single) dominant position on the market concerned.
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Of course shares and market structure do not tell the entire story. to monopolize offense requires conduct that can meaningfully be said to be on the road to monopoly. Article 82 requires "abuse" of a dominant decision. To the extent there is a difference here it would appear that U.S. law imposes the stricter requirement. To oversimplify, U.S. attempt to monopolize law looks at the 50% firm and asks whether it threatens to become an 80% firm. By contrast, EU looks at the 50% firm and asks whether that firm is "abusing" its position, whether or not it threatens to acquire a more domineering market presence.
On the other hand, what both bodies of law share in common is the notion that greater attention must be paid to conduct and anticompetitive effects as the defendant's market share becomes smaller. To put it differently, the assessment of single firm conduct must always look at the conduct in the context of the structure in which it is occurring. For example, unilateral predatory pricing rarely makes sense except for a firm with a very large market share.
28 As the dominant firm's share becomes smaller the costs of dispatching rivals becomes considerably larger and the ability of rivals to survive and expand during any recoupment period increases as well. The same thing is generally true of unilateral refusals to deal. When a firm has nearly 100% of a market the inference is considerably stronger that its refusal to share an input will exclude competitors than when its share is only 40%. In the latter case rivals constituting 60% of the market have presumably managed to survive without the defendant's scarce input.
29 By contrast, anticompetitive appeals to government officials, or fraudulently patent infringement suits, might suffice to give monopoly power even to a firm that previously enjoyed less than half of the market.
This hardly means that we should have a "sliding scale" that relates conduct to market share. Competition law tribunals are not up to the task of making such fine judgments. But in each case the question becomes whether the claim of harm that the sovereign abhors is justified, given the structural conditions in which the conduct is occurring. to be expressed as something like "attempt to abuse a dominant position," or "attempt to create a dominant position by anticompetitive means."
Leveraging: Monopolization and Abuse of Dominance
When it comes to leveraging, the situation is precisely reversed. Section 2 of the Sherman Act condemns conduct only if its constitutes "monopolization," an "attempt to monopolize," or a conspiracy to monopolize. The gravamen of the offense is either the perpetuation or creation, or else the attempt to create, a monopoly as the antitrust case law defines it. Simply obtaining a competitive advantage or causing some kind of harm in a market in which the defendant lacks monopoly power cannot literally be an offense under the statute unless it either (1) strengthens the dominant firm's monopoly position in its primary market; or (2) threatens monopolization of a secondary market. By contrast, linguistically the "abuse" of a dominant position could mean any kind of "abuse," whether monopolistic or not.
In the United States the clear trend in decisions is either to reject monopoly leveraging claims altogether, or else hold that "leveraging" claims can be sustained only if they involve monopolization or a threat to monopolize the secondary market. This tends to render claims of leveraging superfluous in the sense that in order to make out a leveraging claim one must make out a showing of attempt to monopolize in any event. This fact is also key to understanding why the differences between U.S. and EU law can easily be exaggerated: as the leveraging offense is interpreted in European law it does much of the work that the attempt offense does in U.S. law.
United States antitrust law has not always been hostile toward leveraging claims under '2 of the Sherman Act. Beginning with the Griffith decision in 1948, the Supreme Court recognized a monopoly leveraging offense within '2. 30 The defendant was a firm that owned numerous movie theaters scattered across Texas. In some towns it had a monopoly position in these theaters while in other it did not. The firm then bargained with distributors for its entire chain of theaters, basically offering access to its monopoly theaters in exchange for preferential treatment at the competitive theaters. As the government presented the case there was no real threat that the competitive towns would become monopolized, but the ability of distributors to bargain with the defendant's theaters as a group gave it a significant advantage over competitive theaters that did not have a monopoly position elsewhere. The Supreme Court concluded that "the use of monopoly power, however lawfully acquired, to foreclose competition, to gain a competitive advantage, or to destroy a competitor, is unlawful." As the Court then explained, When the buying power of [the defendant's] entire [theater] circuit is used to negotiate films for his competitive as well as his closed towns, he is using monopoly power to expand his empire... 
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Following Griffith, several lower courts signed on to the proposition that a dominant firm violates '2 of the Sherman Act if it employs ... monopoly power attained in one market to gain a competitive advantage in another.., even if there has not been an attempt to monopolize the second market.
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In the last fifteen years, however, the United States Supreme Court has cut back very considerably on leveraging claims. For example, in Spectrum Sports the Court held:
'2 makes the conduct of a single firm unlawful only when it actually monopolizes or dangerously threatens to do so. The concern that '2 might be applied so as to further anticompetitive ends is plainly not met by inquiring only whether the defendant has engaged in "unfair" or "predatory" tactics.
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In its 2004 Trinko decision the Supreme Court reiterated that view, holding that no leveraging claim can exist unless there is a dangerous probability of monopolization in the secondary market.
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Because the "abuse of dominant position" formulation appears to encompass leveraging one is tempted to say that the EU and U.S. approaches differ considerably. But this is true only if one compares Article 82 with '2 of the Sherman Act, and not with the full panoply of U.S. antitrust laws, including '1 of the Sherman Act and '3 of the 31. Id. at 108. 
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Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398 (2004). In its Virgin
Atlantic decision, which has a parallel case in EU law, the Second Circuit held open this possibility:
Were we to allow pursuit of a monopoly leveraging claim, Virgin would need to submit proof that British Airways: (1) possessed monopoly power in one market; (2) used that power to gain a competitive advantage over Virgin in another distinct market; and (3) caused injury by such anticompetitive conduct. Clayton Act.
Indeed, leveraging has always been a paramount concern of American antitrust policy. However, the concern was usually expressed with respect to tying arrangements. As early as 1912 the Supreme Court faced a leveraging challenge where a dominant firm (in an office copying machine) had no prospect of attaining a monopoly in the secondary market (ink, paper, and stencils). 35 The framers of the Clayton Act in 1914 apparently understood this, for that statute's Section 3 does not require monopolization of the secondary market, but allows condemnation where the impact of the tie may be to "substantially lessen competition."
36 That language, which is also used in the U.S. merger provision 37 and the Robinson-Patman Act, 38 indicates that either higher prices or increased market concentration can evidence a substantial lessening of competition. Under this formulation tying has routinely been condemned under U.S. law when there was no realistic possibility that the defendant would ever acquire anything approaching a dominant position in the secondary market. Indeed, under our per se rule tying has been condemned when there was no measurable impact at all on market concentration, performance, or price in the secondary market.
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In the United States most "leveraging" claims can be reduced to some version of the tying formulation, broadly defined. To be sure, '3 of the Clayton Act refers explicitly to contractual ties, 40 but that is undoubtedly because contractual ties were what Congress knew about in 1914. Package discounts, bundled discounts, package licensing, and so-called technological ties all came to the courts later.
Of course, not every leveraging claim can be formally characterized as a tie. In Griffith the defendant, who had motion picture theaters in monopoly towns and competitive towns, negotiated for exhibition contracts in bundles, and used its power to deny access to its monopoly towns in order to obtain a competitive advantage in 
40.
That provision requires a "condition" or "understanding" that the purchaser will buy the secondary goods from the seller and not from a competitor. 15 U.S.C. '14.
competitive towns.
41 But such a claim is not distinguishable in principle from a contractual tie: I'll give you access to my monopoly theaters if you give me preferential treatment in the competitive theaters.
American antitrust law has always included contradictory impulses, with overly aggressive treatment of ties if they involved an explicit contract that tied together a dominant and non-dominant product, but considerable difficulty assessing claims that did not involve such contracts unless they created or threatened monopoly in the secondary product. Both '1 of the Sherman Act and '3 of the Clayton Act require an agreement. Section 2 of the Sherman Act does not require an agreement, but its provisions are invoked only when they threaten monopoly in an affected market. As the law of contractual ties developed in the United States it did not require a threat of monopoly in the secondary market. Indeed, it did not even require significant foreclosure.
42 So the non-contractual assembly of something that relates two markets tends to fall between the cracks. This includes many discount practices, including bundled discounts, and also technological ties, in which the defendant designs complementary products in such a way that they must either be sold together 43 or else so that they will work only with each other.
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The ongoing Microsoft litigation in both jurisdictions exposes some of these differences. Consider this illustration. Suppose that at one point in history there was a highly competitive market for computer solitaire games, which people could purchase and install on their computers. Now Microsoft, with a near monopoly in its Windows operating system, incorporates a pretty good solitaire game into the program and includes it in the price. Everyone who purchases a copy of Windows, whether standalone or as part of a computer system, also obtains a copy of MS solitaire. If solitaire games were perfectly fungible Microsoft would wipe out the independent market for solitaire games. However, there is considerable product differentiation among solitaire games. As a result, Microsoft's bundling cuts the volume of solitaire games sold by perhaps 60% or even more, but firms do keep on selling them. This happens to be the reality, and in fact a viable market continues to exist for computer solitaire games with different features than those in the Windows version, although that market is undoubtedly very much smaller than it would be absent Microsoft's bundling 44. E.g., C.R. Bard, Inc. v. M3 Sys., Inc., 157 F.3d 1340, 1379 (Fed.Cir. 1998) (unlawful under Sherman Act ' 2 for firm to reconfigure its patented biopsy machine so that it would accept only its own disposable needles and not those of rivals).
that forces all Windows purchasers to take Microsoft solitaire.
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Note that if Microsoft accomplished this bundling by means of a contract it would very likely be actionable tying under U.S. law. The requirement of tying market power is certainly met. The "separate products" requirement is met by virtue of the fact that a robust market exists for both computer operating systems and computer solitaire games sold separately. Indeed, under the so-called "per se" tying rule in the United States a plaintiff would not even need to show substantial market foreclosure, although it very likely exists in this case.
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However, if Microsoft accomplishes its solitaire bundling simply by including that game's code within the code for the Windows operating system, then U.S. law treats the conduct as unilateral. As a result, neither '1 of the Sherman Act nor '3 of the Clayton Act applies. Under U.S. law as it currently exists the challenger would have to show either that the bundle serves to strengthen the monopoly in Windows, the "tying" product, or else that it creates a significant threat of monopolization of the market for computer solitaire games. The mere fact that Microsoft obtained a "competitive advantage" in the solitaire market by bundling the Windows code would not be sufficient.
Presumably, the Windows-Solitaire technological bundle could violate Article 82 upon a lesser showing. Indeed, the different language almost certainly explains the differing approaches in the United States and EU actions against Microsoft. The EU approach, with its concern about leverage, pursued Microsoft's incorporation of its Media Player software into the Windows operating system, as well as its refusal to share code protocols that would enable rival manufacturers of workgroup server software to function effectively. In contrast, the central and ultimately most successful claim in the United States litigation was that the "commingling" of Windows platform and Internet Explorer browser code served to strengthen the Windows monopoly itself --i.e., Microsoft's dominant position in its primary market. It did so by undermining attempts by rival browser manufacturers such as Netscape to deploy alternative operating systems, or attempts by writers of multi-platform language, such as Sun Microsystem's Java, to make different operating systems compatible with one another.
These differing approaches to the leveraging problem in U.S. law were not very well exposed in our own Microsoft litigation because there was no final resolution of the explicit tying issue and, in any event, that issue always lay at the periphery of the 45. E.g., see http://www.solitairegames.com, a website devoted to the sale of computer solitaire games that run on Windows computers. In addition, http://www.amazon.com lists more than 100 different computer solitaire games. government's theory. The principal concern of the United States Microsoft decision was Microsoft's restraints on innovation that threatened to offer competition to Microsoft in its primary market, which is for computer operating systems.
47 By contrast, the principal concern of the EU case was Microsoft's attempts to leverage the power it held in its primary market into secondary markets.
In sum, it is not really correct to say that leveraging is more important in the EU competition law structure than it is under United States antitrust law. If the agreement can be characterized as traditional tying the historical United States position is in fact more aggressive than the EU position because the EU requires real foreclosure and does not generally apply our unique per se tying rule, which can condemn completely non-foreclosing ties. By contrast, as soon as no contract is apparent and the firm's conduct must be regarded as unilateral, then the absence of any "abuse" language in our monopolization provision precludes leveraging claims unless monopoly is threatened in the secondary market.
Or to say this somewhat differently, in the United States our tradition contains a rather overly aggressive leveraging theory when the conduct in question involves a contractual tie, but a much more tolerant approach when the conduct is deemed to be unilateral. It is also worth noting that the question whether or not a contract exists seems much less important under the EU approach than under ours, and I believe the EU approach is superior in that regard. As with many vertical arrangements, very little turns on whether the defendant was acting unilaterally or pursuant to an agreement.
What seems not to be very well worked out in EU law is the degree of harm in the secondary market that is necessary to support this leveraging offense. In nearly all the cases in which the doctrine has been applied the injury in the secondary market has been very substantial, leading to substantial competitor foreclosure in that market. The DG Discussion draft places great emphasis on foreclosure in the secondary market. 48 Other leading "leverage" cases such as Tetra-Pak, 49 while not explicitly The main direct anticompetitive effect of tying and bundling is possible foreclosure on the market of the tied product.121 In principle, the assessment of the foreclosure effect on the tied market can be considered to consist of two parts. First, to establish which customers are "tied" in the sense that competitors to the dominant company cannot compete for their business. Second, to establish whether these customers "add up" to a sufficient part of the market being tied. However, an overall assessment of the likely foreclosure effect of the tying or bundling practice will be made, which will combine an analysis of the practice, its application in the market, and the strength of the dominant position. The elements described below therefore cannot be applied in a mechanical way. Where the Commission on the basis of the elements described below finds that the dominant company ties a sufficient part of the market, the Commission is likely to reach the rebuttable conclusion that the tying practice has a market distorting foreclosure effect and thus constitutes an abuse of dominant position.
requiring that the defendant achieve dominance in the secondary market, 50 clearly involved significant market foreclosure there.
51 About the most that can be said is that EU law might be somewhat less strict than U.S. law in requiring a "dangerous probability" that the secondary market will be monopolized.
Leveraging and the Microsoft Decision in the CFI
The 2007 decision of the Court of First Instance in Microsoft pursues this issue further, although to an outside observer it does not seem to depart noticeably from existing European law. 52 The central issues were the refusal to supply rival producers of server group software with interoperability protocols necessary for them to work properly with Microsoft's Windows operating system for PCs; and also Microsoft's tying of its Windows Media Player to the Windows operating system. 53 Both cases involve traditional leverage concerns --namely, the use of market power in a dominated market in order to cause some kind of injury in a secondary market.
Leveraging as Unilateral Refusal to Deal
With respect to the claim involving servers, the principal difference with United States law appears not to be the degree of impact in the secondary market, but rather compulsory dealing requirements. While United States law has historically embraced tying as a form of improper leverage, it has not generally embraced the concept that a A footnote provides similar analysis for minimum purchase requirements and loyalty rebates. Id., n. 118.
49.
In particular, Case 333/94 P, Tetra Pak Int'l SA v. Commission, 1997 All ER (EC) 4 (1996) (Tetra Pak II).
50.
This was the conclusion with respect to the non-asceptic portion of the market. 53. See id., ¶ ¶ 792-989, mere refusal to deal is a leveraging offense. For example, in its Trinko decision, which involved a refusal to deal, the United States Supreme Court expressly refused to apply any theory of monopoly leveraging, stating two things. First, it held that the leveraging theory presupposes that there be a dangerous probability of success in creating a monopoly in a second market. Second, it held, that leveraging "presupposes anticompetitive conduct," and in this particular case the conduct "could only be the refusal-to-deal claim we have rejected."
See
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The tone of the Trinko opinion is very different from that of the Court of First Instance in Microsoft. However, there are also important differences in the facts and the regulatory environment. First, in Trinko an elaborate body of telecommunications law required Verizon to make the interconnections at issue and the plaintiff was attempting to use the antitrust laws to create a treble-damages antitrust violation out of a regulatory requirement that was already established. Second, in Microsoft there was a long history of voluntary dealing between the parties, while the Court in Trinko made clear that there had never been voluntary dealing in that case. That places the Microsoft case somewhere between the U.S. Trinko decision and our Aspen decision, which held that the termination of a joint venture that had been voluntarily entered was unlawful.
55 This is hardly a prediction that our current Supreme Court would come out the same way on the server issue that the CFI did, but in the case of a lacuna in the law and a clear injury to competition a United States court might see the situation differently than the Trinko court did. Indeed, the Court of First Instance noted the Commission's claim that Microsoft's currently deficient provision of server software protocols constituted "a disruption of previous, higher levels of supply."
56 This would seem to bring the case somewhat closer to Aspen than to Trinko. It should also be noted that the Trinko decision purported to qualify, but not to overrule, Aspen.
On the question of injury in the secondary market, the CFI found that the refusal threatened the virtual elimination of competition there. competition.
58
Further, the Court of First Instance held, the Commission was justified in acting before the complete elimination of competition actually occurred because if it did the situation would be very difficult to reverse.
59
Given a market with (1) very strong network effects, (2) a history in which the dominant firm participated actively and voluntarily with others in developing a relationship involving network dependency, and (3) subsequently holding back on information in order to eliminate or marginalize the firms in such a relationship, I cannot state categorically that United States law would not come to the same conclusion. It must always be kept in mind that Microsoft never simply placed a product on the market and sold it on a take it or leave it basis. Its entire survival and growth has rested on its ability to share information with hundreds of other firms offering complementary products. These firms have in many cases come into existence, developed and grown in reliance on these sharing protocols. But the benefits are very much a two way street. Other firms need Microsoft, but Microsoft has the position it has because it is able to coordinate in network fashion the output of numerous producers.
Leveraging as Tying
The EU claim against Microsoft regarding the tying of Windows Media Player is in fact very consistent with traditional tying principles in the United States. Although the tie is technological rather than contractual, the EU law tends to regard that as a mere detail, which seems quite proper. Although, United States law is beginning to move away from the overly aggressive tying principles that it once adopted, this movement would not seem to affect the important issues in the Microsoft decision.
Tying in the United States has been understood since the early twentieth century as a "leveraging' offense. The early conception, developed by Justice Brandeis in the 1931 Carbice decision was that a patent monopolist could use tying to acquire a second monopoly in a tied product and then earn two monopoly profits instead of one. the patent-owner to "derive its profit, not from the invention on which the law gives it a monopoly, but from the unpatented supplies with which it is used" [and which are] "wholly without the scope of the patent monopoly."... If a monopoly could be so expanded, the owner of a patent for a product might conceivably monopolize the commerce in a large part of the unpatented materials used in its manufacture. The owner of a patent for a machine might thereby secure a partial monopoly on the unpatented supplies consumed in its operation.
This theory was defective on its face, particularly in light of the fact that the tying arrangement at issue in Carbice involved an old fashioned refrigerator box as the tying product and common dry ice as the tied product --something over which no one could ever hope to achieve dominance. The theory was completely exploded by early Chicago School critics, who observed that a single monopolist in a distribution chain can earn all the monopoly profits available in that chain and cannot earn more simply by acquiring a second monopoly. 61 The monopolist of the ice box cannot earn more by obtaining a second monopoly over the ice.
62 Some antitrust commentators, such as Robert H. Bork, wrote as if the destruction of the classical leverage theory removed all economic objections to tying.
63
Tying law has persisted in the United States notwithstanding these critiques. Today I think it is fair to say that the centrist position believes that while Justice Brandeis' decision significantly exaggerated the competitive harms, particularly in the tying of a common commodity, the classical Chicago Approach understates the concerns. Competitive harm can result in the presence of serious power in the primary market and a significant risk of foreclosure in the secondary market. The basic point is that a firm that monopolizes some essential component of a treatment (or product or service) can extract the whole monopoly profit by charging a suitable price for the component alone. If the monopolist gets control of another component as well and tries to jack up the price of that item, the effect is the same as setting an excessive price for the monopolized component. The monopolist can take its profit just once; an effort to do more makes it worse off and is self-deterring.
62.
To be sure, a primary level monopolist can earn more by vertically integrating into a non-competitive market. But the result will also be lower prices for customers and higher output from the elimination of double marginalization. See 3B Antitrust Law ¶758 (3d ed. 2008); 4A Antitrust Law ¶ 1022 (3d ed. 2009).
A very common explanation for this form of leveraging is price discrimination, particularly when the secondary good is used by different users in different proportions. See 3A Antitrust Law ¶ 721 (3d ed. 2008) (monopolization); 9 Antitrust Law ¶1711 (tying) However, most such uses of tying or equivalent leveraging devices are probably welfare increasing. Further, their profitability does not depend on excluding anyone. Indeed, they are most likely to exclude when they result in lower effective prices to high elasticity customers, and thus increase output. Formally today, tying is condemned in the United States under a rather odd per se rule when the defendant has (1) sufficient market power in the tying product; (2) engages in tying of (3) separate products; and (4) affects a not-insubstantial amount of commerce. The most important qualifications on this theory are Jefferson Parish, which held that a 30% market share in an unpatented tying product is inadequate to establish power; 65 and the Illinois Tool decision in 2006, which overruled earlier decisions creating a presumption of sufficient market power in the tying product if it was patented or copyrighted. 66 Finally, our own Microsoft decision rejected the classical per se rule and adopted a rule of reason for ties involving computer operating systems.
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None of these decisions qualifying tying doctrine in the United States would serve to produce a different outcome on the Media Player tie. First, market power in the tying product seems quite overwhelming on conventional grounds and is hardly being presumed from Microsoft's intellectual property. Second, the Commission found, and the CFI agreed, that all of the traditional indicia of competitive harm in the secondary market were present in this case. So Microsoft would very likely have lost the tying case in the United States as well under existing law. Any hesitancy about saying that categorically derives not from ambiguities in the existing law, but rather because the Supreme Court has consistently stepped back from the broadest implications of its traditional tying doctrine, and a new Microsoft tying case might give them an impetus to go further in that direction. Nevertheless, the fact is that the D.C. Circuit court of appeals, which is probably as non-interventionist on these issues as the Supreme Court is, did not dismiss the government's tying claims. To the contrary, it affirmed liability under '2 on a "commingling" theory that involved the forced combination of Windows and Internet Explorer, and it remanded the traditional tying claim for further inquiry into the question of competitive effects.
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In any event today we recognize far more robust alternatives that survive the Chicago School leveraging critique, particularly in network industries. 69 This is particularly true when technology is evolving and the monopolist uses leveraging to ensure that the new technology will be its own monopoly as well, rather than competitive or a monopoly owned by someone else. For example, Microsoft's bundling of Internet Explorer with Windows was manifestly not a mechanism by which Microsoft hoped to earn two monopoly profits, one on Windows and one on Internet Explorer. Rather, it was a way of ensuring that the platform market would not become competitive as technology permitted an evolution toward web-based rather than workstation-based programs and multi-platform communications capabilities that threatened to make Windows one among many platforms.
So leverage theories have not gone away, and today so-called "post-Chicago" scholarship has produced an array of them.
70 Indeed, I believe it is fair to say that the leverage theory in some form will always be a viable part of the U.S. antitrust policy and remains a fruitful area of expansion. A case in point is the recent attention given to practices such as bundled discounts, where the gravamen of the offense is typically that the dominant firm aggregates within its discount both dominant and non-dominant goods, seeking to increase its position in the latter.
71 Leverage also continues to play a prominent role in antitrust or "misuse" litigation involving intellectual property rights, where the claim is often that the defendant is attempting to use a contractual provision or other practice to enlarge the scope of an IP right, or perhaps to "sequester," or deny public access, to goods or information that are rightfully in the public domain.
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Whatever one makes of these theories, however, the Sherman Act does not prohibit conduct unless it creates or threatens to create a monopoly. That threat may concern either the monopolist's primary market or else some secondary market, but nevertheless it must be a real threat. At the same time, however, the point should not be pushed too far. After all both the district court and the D.C. Circuit ended up condemning Microsoft's "commingling" of platform and browser code, and without the benefit of any "leveraging" theory, which had been removed by the district judge at an earlier stage. The fact is that the modern uses of leveraging in rapidly evolving market typically do involve situations where the monopolist is either trying to dominate a second market or --as in the United States Microsoft decision --is trying to maintain its monopoly in its primary market against a technological challenge from a secondary market. But this makes it a typical "monopoly maintenance" case, which has been in the heart of '2 litigation for decades.
Conclusion
The language of EU and U.S. provisions concerning dominant firms provokes one to think that the differences between them are significant. The Sherman Act includes an express attempt to monopolize claim while Article 82 does not. Article 82's "abuse of dominance" language invites in a concept of non-monopolistic leveraging while the U.S. antitrust law is moving in the opposite direction.
In practice, the differences are not so great, although they should not be minimized either. Further, when one looks at the full range of competition laws and not just the provisions respecting unilateral conduct by dominant firms, then the differences appear to result more from the happenstance of statutory drafting than from significant differences concerning the scope of unlawful single-firm conduct.
